FOREWORD

What Nurtured My Outrage, Really?

Alice Walker

When Spelman College's president, Albert Manley, fired Howard Zinn, my fa
vorite teacher, it never occurred to me not to react. I was completing my soph
omore year and had studied one semester with Zinn, yet it was obvious to me
that he was a great teacher and an extraordinary person. He was fired at the
beginning of summer, as his family prepared to transition to New England for
the season. This was rude and awkward timing that caused unnecessary suffer
ing after such an unexpected blow. I thought this manner of ejecting a contro
versial teacher extremely cowardly and could not bear to seem to condone or
accept it.
I wrote a letter of protest that was published in our student newspaper, a
letter that led inevitably to my own exit from a school that I struggled with, but
deeply loved.
But what nurtured my outrage, really? I have been contemplating this ques
tion since Robert Cohen, the author of this book, asked me to write a fore
word for it. And I must say, I have uncovered many beautiful reasons why I
knew instinctively that I must stand up for Howard Zinn, "my slim teacher;'
as I sometimes thought of him. But these beautiful reasons Zinn never knew
about, because the world we live in is so fragmented that our family histories
are rarely depicted in ways that show how they influence each other, connect,
or intertwine.
I stood up for Howard Zinn, a Jewish teacher of History, a husband and
father in his forties, because I in fact come from a community that venerates
teachers.
Reaching this understanding only recently brought tears, as I allowed my
deep appreciation for my southern black, farming, and sharecropping commu
nity to blossom once again in memory. In fact, "memory" encompasses years
before I was born, when my father, riding a mule, went off in search of teachers
for the school the vibrant but struggling community built, against nearly impos
sible odds, for its young.
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One of the people he found became my first grade teacher, Miss Reynolds,'
a black descendant of white Reynolds Plantation folks. Never to have children
of her own, she gifted my mother with my very first clothing. She married one
of our cousins, also a descendant of a local white landowner. (This explains how
he kept his land when other black farmers, after Reconstruction, were dispos
sessed.) This cousin provided the land for the school, and Miss Reynolds of
fered the love and guidance that kept it going. An earlier school, whose ruins
remained visible for years in our church's cemetery, had been burned to the
ground by local whites. I mention the mixed ancestry of this couple to place
them squarely at the heart of this "poor" community. There was a sister of the
landowner cousin who behaved as though she were white, but we noticed, as she
taught us grudgingly and with "high yellow" condescension, that she consumed
a lot of prunes.
It is sometimes thought that in small isolated communities such as ours it is
the preacher who is most cherished. It is true that on his monthly or bimonthly
visits his was the honored seat at our pine board table. His was the plate with
the most butter beans, greens, Irish potatoes, yams. Certainly the biggest and
most crisp piece of fried chicken. His word was virtually law, as he hemmed and
hawed his way through biblical stories he entertained us with in church. Some
times he made very little sense because we knew none of the folks he talked
about, all white, and very hairy, from a land that existed not only geographically
and mythically far, but also may not have existed at all. It was a puzzle that was
never solved, just who these people were, or how they ended up in our church.
Besides, and lucky for us, we had our own animal folktales about animals we
actually knew and saw sometimes (in the case of rabbits) several times a day.
Church was always saved by song. Passion. Compassion. The genius of soul ex
pressed in melodies whose high notes could curl your toes. There was laying on
of hands and washing of feet. Folks fainting. Women in white from head to toe
fanning anybody who looked queasy.
But it was the teacher who was truly cherished. Though I sense, from the dis
tance of many decades, that the folks had to be careful to hide how much ado
ration they gave to those who taught their children, and sometimes themselves,
how to read and write.
"
Without our teachers we were destined to sharecrop, to be maids and but
lers, forever. Grownups got that, though many children did not. I was lucky
that books held a revered place in our rustic shack, which my mother managed
to make appealing through a genius for creating beauty that left her family in
awe. And we were storytellers. If stories were hidden in books, as we discovered
' Miss Reynolds's married name was Mrs. Birda Simmons, but no one in our family ever called her
that.
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they were, it was our job to bring them out: We could only manage that by
reading them.
Magic.
And so, with this history of my parents feeding teachers, my grandparents
providing housing for them in the form of a spare room in their small house,
my mother's sending of cakes and pies, on a monthly basis, to whomever was
teaching her children, my father and grandfather cutting cords of wood to keep
whatever teacher they'd enticed to our community warm for a winter, I under
stood that teachers are never to be treated shabbily.
That wherever a teacher is treated badly is no place for a person from my
family or from my community.
I did not know what I would do after writing my anguished letter about the
cruel treatment of Howard Zinn (and his family); I didn't even consider this.
Nor did I have any clue how I, a scholarship student, could continue my edu
cation if Spelman threw me out. All I knew was that where I came from people
stood with their teacher, if that teacher was respected and loved.
Howard Zinn was so respected and loved at Spelman College. His diary
shows his constant concern for his students, as we, with his often quite cheerful
help, dismantled segregation in Atlanta and attempted to leave the Victorian age
behind us at Spelman. Anyone who reads his great work A People's History of the
United States will have a glimpse of what he was about. Liberation, not only for
the students at Spelman, whom he clearly loved, but for all of us.
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